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the company of heroes is a historic pc game franchise that has developed a sizable and
dedicated player base, and the series has seen several expansion releases, including

operation winter and company of heroes: opposing fronts. over the years, the company
of heroes series has become one of the biggest pc game franchises of all time, with

more than 50 million units sold. the series has been developed by relic entertainment,
and the current series is being developed by relic, now owned by facebook. the

company of heroes franchise has received a great deal of critical acclaim, both for its
unique historical setting and gameplay. unlike most other real-time strategy games, the
company of heroes games feature a large battle between two independent armies. this
leads to several unique gameplay mechanics, such as fortifications, support units, and

group tactics. the games are also notable for their isometric perspective and open-
ended content, leading to a highly replayable gameplay experience. in the company of

heroes series, the player commands a squad of soldiers in one of two armies; the
western allies or the axis powers. the missions are divided between "fronts", each of

which consists of several missions with a common theme. each mission has a set
amount of time before the enemy reinforcements arrive. the player is given a set

number of units (troops) with which to accomplish the mission. the player has the ability
to call in reinforcements, and uses a bar at the top of the screen to track the number of

units in the bar. company of heroes is a world war ii real-time strategy (rts) game
developed by relic entertainment, published by thq, and was released on june 3, 2008.

the game features a multiplayer mode, and also an online campaign.
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